∑scape into ∑xcellence ~ Dr. Diana Rangaves, PharmD

Harvard University found the U.S. education system is slipping
behind China and even countries like India. The system is
failing to produce individuals competent to compete as an
effective workforce with soft skills. The importance of
teaching values, critical thinking, and emotional intelligence
characterize leaders and relationships with other people.
https://globaldigitalcitizen.org/the-importance-of-teaching-critical-thinking
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Dr. Diana Rangaves’, PharmD message ~
“All stakeholders play a role. Use every dimension
available; social, personal, cognitive, and knowledge,
to make values decisions in the highest level of
integrity.”
“We think about our thinking,” Diana says, by being
aware and understanding Neurotransmitter Ticklers,
STAR template for problem-solving, Habits of Thinking,
and the Q Intelligence we all have within.”

Diana Rangaves is an accomplished writer, teacher and philanthropist. She has spent
her life in the pursuit of education and giving back. Diana received a doctorate in
Pharmacy from the University of California, San Francisco.
Well respected in her space, she became part of the faculty of one of California’s
leading Junior Colleges. Dr. Rangaves earned several awards during her tenure
including: Outstanding Contribution by Adjunct Faculty, The Faculty Fund for
Advanced Studies Award and the SRJC Foundation Grant Award.
She owns ClinicalConsultantServices.com and DianaRangaves.com, where she
continually facilitates positive results for her clients.
Authors’ royalties from her books benefit charities: The Adventures of Rosy Posy
Papillion benefit PapHavenRescue.org. Santa Rosa Junior College Foundation
benefits from Escape into Excellence, and Embrace Your Excellence.
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Renee Seyssel, CPhT,
AA, AS ~ “This book is
fantastic at communicating
new ideas and opening
discussion of anything.”
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